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Abstract
TheDimensionalRegularization (DR)ofBollini andGiambiagi (BG) cannot bedeﬁned for all Schwartz
TemperedDistributions Explicitly Lorentz Invariant (STDELI) L¢ . In this paperweovercome such
limitation and show that it canbe generalized to all aforementioned STDELI and obtain a product in a
ringwith zero divisors. For this purpose,we resort to a formula obtained byBollini andRocca and
demonstrate the existence of the convolution (inMinkowskian space) of suchdistributions. This is
done by following a procedure similar to that used so as to deﬁne a general convolution between
theUltradistributions of J Sebastiao e Silva (JSS), also knownasUltrahyperfunctions, obtainedby
Bollini et al. Using the Inverse FourierTransformweget the ringwith zero divisors LA¢ , deﬁned as
LA L
1  ¢ = ¢- { }, where 1- denotes the Inverse Fourier Transform. In thismannerwe effect a
dimensional regularization inmomentumspace (the ring L¢ ) via convolution, and a product of
distributions in the corresponding conﬁguration space (the ring LA¢ ). This generalizes the results
obtainedbyBG forEuclidean space.Weprovide several examples of the applicationof our new results in
QuantumFieldTheory (QFT). Inparticular, the convolution ofnmassless Feynman’s propagators and
the convolutionof nmasslessWheeler’s propagators inMinkowskian space. The results obtained in this
workhave already allowedus to calculate the classical partition functionofNewtonian gravity, for the
ﬁrst time ever, in theGibbs’ formulation and in theTsallis’one. It is our hope that this convolutionwill
allowone to quantize non-renormalizableQuantumFieldTheories (QFT’s).
1. Introduction
The problemof deﬁning the product of two distributions (a product in a ringwith divisors of zero) is an old one
of hard functional analysis.
InQFT the problemof evaluating the product of distributions with coincident point singularities is related
to the asymptotic behaviour of loop integrals of propagators.
From amathematical point of view, practically all deﬁnitions of that product lead to limitations on the set of
distributions that can bemultiplied by each other to give another distribution of the same type.
In fact, Laurent Schwartz showed that he can not deﬁne a product of distributions regarded as an algebra,
instead of as a ringwith divisors of zero.
In [1–4] it was demonstrated that it is possible to deﬁne a general convolution between the ultradistributions
of JSS [5] (Ultrahyperfunctions). This convolution yields anotherUltrahyperfunction. Therefore, we have a
product in a ringwith zero divisors. Such a ring is the space ofDistributions of Exponential Type, or
Ultradistributions of Exponential Type, obtained applying the anti-Fourier transform to the space of Tempered
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Wemust clarify at this point that theUltrahyperfunctions are the generalization and extension to the
complex plane of the Schwartz TemperedDistributions and theDistributions of Exponential Type. That is,
the TemperateDistributions and those of Exponential Type are a subset of theUltrahyprefunctions.
The problemwe then face is that of formulating the convolution betweenUltradistributions. This is a
complex issue, difﬁcult tomanage, even if it has the advantage of allowing one to attempt non-
renormalizableQFT’s.
Fortunately, we have found that amethod similar to that used to deﬁne the convolution ofUltradistributions
can also be used to deﬁne the convolution of Lorentz Invariant distributions using theDRof BG inmomentum
space.As a consequence, Ultradistributionsmeed not to be used in the calculations of this paper, which considerably
simpliﬁes it. Taking advantage of suchRegularization one can alsowork in conﬁguration space [6]. Thus, one can
obtain a convolution of Lorentz Invariant TemperedDistributions inmomentum space and the corresponding
product in conﬁguration space.
DR is one of themost important advances in theoretical physics and is used in several disciplines of it [7–60].
OurDR generalization happens to be a convolution of STDELI inmomentum space and a product in a ring
with divisors of zero in conﬁguration space.
It is our hope that this convolution can then be used to treat non-renormalizableQFT’s. This is our present
goals.
More to the point, let us emphasize that our work is concernedwith deeper issues than those regarding
QFT axiomatics in Euclidean space andQFT renormalization.Here, we are generalizingBGdimensional
regularization to all Schwartz Tempered, explicitly Lorentz invariant, distributions (STDELI), something that BG
were unable to achieve. This would permit one to deal with non-renormalizable QFT’s. Indeed, we do not have
to use counterterms in a renormalization process devoted to eliminate inﬁnities.This is exactly what we do not
want to do, since a non-renormalizable theory involves an inﬁnite numeber of counterterms.The central purpose of
ourwork is to deﬁne a STDELI convolution in order to avoid counterterms.We do not appeal to a simple
correlation-functions’ convolution (not deﬁned for all STDELI). At the same time, we conserve all extant
solutions to the problemof running coupling constants and the renormalization group. The STDELI
convolution, once obtained, converts conﬁguration space into a ringwith zero-divisors. In it, one has now
deﬁned a product between the ring-elements. Thus, any unitary-causal-Lorentz invariant theory quantiﬁed in
such amanner becomes predictive. The distinction those between renormalizable on not-renormalizableQFT’s
becomes unnecessary now.With our BG generalization, that uses Laurent’s expansions in the dimension, all
ﬁnite constants of the convolutions become completely determined, eliminating arbitrary choices ofﬁnite
constants. This is tantamount to eliminating all ﬁnite renormalizations of the theory.What is the importance of
using only that term independent of the dimension in Laurent’s expansion? That the result obtained forﬁnite
convolutions will coincide with such a term. This translates to conﬁguration space the product-operation in a
ringwith divisors of zero.
As examples, we calculate some convolutions of distributions used inQFT. In particular, the convolution of
nmassless Feynman’s propagators and the convolution of nmasslessWheeler’s propagators. For a full
discussion about deﬁnition and properties ofWheeler’s propagators see [61, 62]which in turn are based on
Wheeler and Feynmanworks [63, 64].
The results obtained in this work have already allowed us to calculate the classical partition function of
Newtonian gravity, for theﬁrst time ever, in theGibbs’ formulation and in the Tsallis’ one [65].
Note that we have added an appendix the by recourse to a simple example, is able tomake it explicit how
much simpler is our treatment is compared to the habitual DR technique.
2. Preliminarymaterials
2.1. Lorentz Invariant TemperedDistributions
In this subsectionwe give the deﬁnitions thatwewill use in this paper.
We consider ﬁrst the case on the ν-dimensionalMinkowskian space Mn Let S¢ be the space of Schwartz
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and f (k) is continuous in Rn .We say then that Tf R1Î .
We call SLA¢ and SRA¢ the Fourier Anti-transformed Spaces of SL¢ and SR¢ , respectively.
2.2. The Fourier transform inEuclidean space
The Fourier transformof a spherically symmetric function is given, according to Bochner’s formula, by [67]:
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By performing the change of variables x=r2, ρ=k2, (2.2. 1) and (2.2. 3) can be re-written as:
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2.3. The Fourier transform inMinkowskian space
For theMinkowskian case we have, according to [2]
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Equation (2.3. 1) is the generalization of Bochner’s formula (2.2. 1) toMinkowskian Space.
2.4. An original example
As an example not previously published of this formulawewill calculate the Fourier anti-transform of the
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where z d z
dz
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After a simple calculationwe obtain:
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3. The convolution in Euclidean space
3.1. The generalization of dimensional regularization in conﬁguration space to the euclidean space
The expression for the convolution of two spherically symmetric functionswas deduced in [6]
(h k f g k, ,n n= *( ) ( )( )):
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However, BG did not obtain a product in a ringwith divisors of zero, whichwewill do now. Consider here that f
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LetV be a vertical band contained in the complex ν-planeW. Integral (3.1. 2) is an analytic function of ν
deﬁned in the domainV. Then, according to themethod of [1], h(ν, ρ) can be analytically continued to other
parts ofW. In particular, near the dimension ν0 we have the Laurent’s expansion:
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Here, ν0 is the dimension of the considered space. In particular, ν0=4 is the dimension thatwewill consider.
We nowdeﬁne the convolution product as the (ν−ν0)-independent termof the Laurent’s expansion. (3.1. 3):
h h . 3.1. 400 r r=n ( ) ( ) ( )( )
Thus, in the ringwith zero divisors SRA¢ , we have deﬁned a product of distributions.
3.2. Example
As anexample of theuseof (2.2. 1) and (3.1. 1),we evaluate the convolutionof amassless propagatorwith apropagator
corresponding to a scalar particle ofmassm.The result of this convolution, using this formula, is given in [69]. It is:
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4. The convolution inMinkowskian space
4.1. The generalization of dimensional regularization in conﬁguration space to theMinkowskian space
In this sectionwe repeat the efforts of the preceding one forMinkowskian space.
The generalization of the Bochner’s formula toMinkowskian space has been obtained in [2]. The
corresponding expression for n2n = is:
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For theMinkowskian case one can also employ Laurent’s expansion
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and therefore, again, we have for the convolution the result:
h h . 4.1. 400 r r=n ( ) ( ) ( )( )
Thus, in the ringwith zero divisors SLA¢ wehave deﬁned a product of distributions.
4.2. Examples
As an exampleof the use of (4.1. 1)wewill consider the convolutionof twoDirac’s δ-distributions, δ(ρ). The result is
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Thus, in four dimensions:
h
2
Sgn . 4.2. 34 r d r d r p r= * =( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Note that this convolution does notmake sense in a four-dimensional Euclidean space, since in that case
δ(ρ)≡0.
As a second examplewe calculate the convolution m m2 2d r d r- * -( ) ( ). In this case we have
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5. The convolution of nmassless Feynman’s propagators
5.1. TheMinkowskian space case
Let us now calculate the convolution of nmassless Feynman’s propagators (n 2 ). For this purpose we take
into account that
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Wehave then, for the convolution of nmassless Feynman’s propagators, the result
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After a tedious calculationwe obtain the corresponding Laurent’s expansion around ν=4:
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The independent ν−4 term is the result of the convolution in four dimensions
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5.2. The Euclidean space case
Let us now calculate the convolution of nmassless Feynman’s propagators (n2) in Euclidean space, using
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Weemphasize that the results of this section are completely original.
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6. The convolution ofmasslessWheeler’s propagators
6.1. The convolution of twomasslessWheeler’s propagators
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This resultwas obtained in the [3], formula (6.12)using the convolution of evenTemperedUltradistributions.
The coincidenceof (6.1. 9)with (6.12)of [3] conﬁrms the validity of the results obtained in section 6of this paper.
Weemphasize that thepresent results are obtained in amanner considerably simpler to that of [3].
6.2. The convolution of nmasslessWheeler’s propagators
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We see that formula (6.2. 6) has a zero of order n−2 for ν4, ν even, and consequently cancels for those
dimensionswhen n3. Thuswe can afﬁrm that for ν=4
W W W 0 6.2. 7r r r* * * =( ) ( ) ·· · ( ) ( )
when n3.
7.Discussion
InQFT,whenwe use perturbative expansions, we are dealingwith products of distributions in conﬁguration
space or, what is the same, with convolutions of distributions inmomentum space.
In four earlier papers [1–4]wehave demonstrated the existence of the convolutionof JSSUltradistributions.
This convolution allows us to treat non renormalizableQFT’s, but has the disadvantage of being extremely complex.
Following a procedure similar to those of the previouslymentioned papers, we deﬁned the convolution of
Lorentz Invariant TemperatdDistributions using theDRof BG.
Using this convolutionwe have obtained, for example, the convolution of nmassless Feynman’s propagators
both inMinkowskian and Euclidean spaces and the convolution of twomasslessWheeler’s propagators.
It is our hope that this convolutionwill allow one to treat non-renormalizable QFT’s.
Appendix
The purpose of this appendix is to compare the generalization of theDRobtained in this paper with the usual BG
DR and show the differences between them. For this we consider the convolution of twomassless propagators in
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We see that the four-dimensional convolution is not univocally deﬁned from the ν-dimensional convolution
since there are several ways to choose itsﬁnite part.
If we resort to our generalization and select the independent termof ν−4we get for the four-dimensional
convolution:
ln ln 2 A.131 1 4 2r r p r p y* = - + -n- - =[ ] [ ( )] ( )
which coincides for n=2with our result given in (5.2. 7).
We should note that the calculationmade in this appendix ismore complex than the one obtainedwith our
generalization of theDR for nmasless propagators. In fact, if wewanted to evaluate the convolution of n
massless propagators with the usualmethod ofDRused in this appendix, wewould have to perform a very long
calculation that would involve a large number of integrals. Even if wewhere able to obtain the correct result, the
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